
Various bar geometries are available to match the 

desired playing positions.

unique fitting with single-hand drive and screwed 

wheel plate enables 1 to 2 cm tipping point and 

seat height adjustment. Extremely manoeuvrable 

with drive wheel camber up to 12°.
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speedy 4Basket

Southern first league game

SKv Ravensburg 2 – RSKv Tübingen

(photo: werner Schorp)



siMply sporty!

With fifteen optional frame parameters, the SPEEDY 

4basket wheelchair is the individualist in its class. 

Its special construction and austere design combine 

easy turning and good responsiveness, acceleration 

and a high running speed with a modern design.  

This sports device can be individually equipped to 

meet the requirements of both playing position 

and player.
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Various foot panels such as »Edge-folded« or »Box 

shaped« can be selected.

Depending on the playing position and personal 

requirements there is a choice between central tip 

support or tip supports attached on both sides for 

an absolutely secure position in tough team sports.

SpeeDY 4basket overlite

The complete seat unit is bent from one aluminium 

tube based on individual dimensions. This leads 

to enormous weight savings. There is no play in 

the rigid seating and back unit so the wheelchair 

responds to even the smallest movement.



»ERGO Back backrest with back padding«: Stable 

and customisable backrest with lordosis support.

The lengthways adjustable foot panel in a »Box 

shape« ensures the ideal position for the feet.

Sabine ellerbrock

world ranking list 3 (as of 25/03/2013)

(photo: hartwig ellerbrock)
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speedy 4tennis



siMply Quick reactions!

The tennis frame of the SPEEDY 4tennis offers 

an optimal degree of playing freedom, since the 

lower frame tubes are flush with the caster wheel 

bearing block. 

With 15 freely selectable framework parameters 

the SPEEDY 4tennis can be adapted perfectly to 

its user. This wheelchair's design featuring high-

strength oversized tubes guarantees excellent 

»SPEEDY 4tennis: A light, manoeuvrable chair with perfect movement - I can't image a better sporting 

device!« (Sabine Ellerbrock, WRL 3rd place)
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»Open belt system seat upholstery«: Very breathable 

seating system with pressure distribution that can 

be set individually via a belt.

The height of the anti-tipping support wheel can be 

adjusted with just a touch.

torsion resistance and direct responsiveness, 

without compromising the static stability. 

The height of the anti-tipping support can be 

adjusted with one handle to suit the condition of 

the field and the playing habits.

SpeeDY 4tennis overlite

The complete seat unit is bent from one aluminium 

tube based on individual dimensions. This leads 

to enormous weight savings. There is no play in 

the rigid seating and back unit so the wheelchair 

responds to even the smallest movement.



speedy
4Badminton

The high handrim attachment enables ideal power 

transfer and amazing acceleration.

The lengthways adjustable foot rest in a »Box 

shape« ensures the ideal position for the feet.

Young wook kim (from Korea) during training

(photo: Young wook kim)
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